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European Oak
Quercus Robur, Quercus Petrea
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MARIN. 
Any chOicE
yOu tAkE
is thE
right OnE.



Super Prime

FIXED WIDTHS AND SQUARES ARE PRODUcED ON DEMAND
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European Oak

Boards are graded on both faces. On principle it is a 
4 sides clear material where abt. 80% of the boards in a 
pack are 4 sc and abt. 20% are having a defect on one side 
or minor defects on both sides. there could be trace of 
sap on the edges. tiny pin knots could be found.

27 mm, 33/34 mm, 40 mm, 52 mm, 
65 mm, 80 mm, 102 mm, 120 mm

12 cm and wider allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

1.00 mt to 1.70 mt
1.80 mt to 2.00 mt
2.10 mt and longer up to 3.50 mt
3.60 mt to 3.90 mt
4.00 mt and longer

thicknEss 

WiDths

LEngths

Vertical Grain (Rift and Quarter Sawn)

240 mm + (Wide Boards)



Pri-Fas
Front face

Front face

Front face

Front face
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European Oak

Boards are graded on both faces. this is material that 
doesn’t make super Prime. it is mostly a three side clean 
material, there are also four side clean boards having only 
hair checks on one face of the boards and occasional two 
side clean boards. the two side clean boards are usually 
good boards having a single knot passing through and 
through. there could be trace of sap on the edges. 
tiny pin knots could be found. this is our competitors 
PriME in general. it is a good grade for customers that 
are more keen on prices.

27 mm, 33/34 mm, 40mm, 52mm, 65 mm, 80 mm, 
102 mm, 120 mm

12 cm and wider allowing 10-11 cm

1.80 mt and longer

thicknEss

WiDths 

LEngths



Natural
Front face

Front face

Front face

Front face

NAT 1

NAT 2

NAT 3

NAT 4

Back face

Back face

Back face

Back face
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European Oak

Boards are graded on both faces. knots with no limitation 
in dimension in principle one per linear metre. tiny pin
knots could be found. typical grade for furniture 
companies, panels and flooring producers. there could be 
trace of sap on the edges. in its average it has a defect per 
each metre.

27 mm, 33/34 mm, 40 mm, 52 mm, 65 mm, 80 mm, 
102 mm, 120 mm

27(23,8) mm, 33(29,5) mm, 40(36,0) mm, 52(48,5) mm

12 cm and wider allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

1.80 mt and longer

thicknEss

WiDths 

LEngths

S2S

240 mm + (Wide Boards)

We produce this items also s2s pre-planed for companies that are using 
scanners to optimize (rip and/or cross cut) the boards and they prefer 
and need to have the wood pre-planed (clear from water stains or sticker 
marks). We are grading the material after the plaining. When s2s is very 
flat and straight. 

FIXED WIDTHS ARE PRODUcED ON DEMAND

(When s2s)



Rustic
Front face

Front face

Front face

Front face

RUS 1
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Back face

Back face

Back face

Back face
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European Oak

S2S

240 mm + (Wide Boards)

Boards are graded on both faces. sound knots admitted 
with no limitation, eventual unsound knots maximum one 
per linear metre. there could be trace of sap on the edges, 
trace of heart is also allowed.

We produce this items also s2s pre-planed for companies that are using 
scanners to optimize (rip and/or cross cut) the boards and they prefer 
and need to have the wood pre-planed (clear from water stains or sticker 
marks). We are grading the material after the plaining. When s2s is very 
flat and straight. 

27 mm, 33/34 mm, 40 mm, 52 mm, 65 mm, 80 mm, 
102 mm, 120 mm

27(23,8) mm, 33(29,5) mm, 40(36,0) mm, 52(48,5) mm

12 cm and wider allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

1.80 mt and longer

thicknEss

WiDths 

LEngths

FIXED WIDTHS ARE PRODUcED ON DEMAND

(When s2s)



SAP1F
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Front face

Front face
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European Oak

27 mm only

Boards are graded on both faces. these are side boards 
having one sappy face. 1 face is like the super Prime, 
almost all clean from defects the reverse side is having sap.

27 mm

12 cm and wider allowing 10-11 cm

1.80 mt and longer

thicknEss

WiDths 

LEngths

FIXED WIDTHS ARE PRODUcED ON DEMAND
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Super Prime

Pri-Fas

Natural

Rustic

SAP1F

27 mm
33/34 mm
40 mm
52 mm
65 mm
80 mm
102 mm
120 mm

27 mm
33/34 mm
40 mm
52 mm
65 mm
80 mm
102 mm
120 mm

27 mm
33/34 mm
40 mm
52 mm
65 mm
80 mm
102 mm
120 mm

S2S
27(23,8) mm
33(29,5) mm
40(36,0) mm
52(48,5) mm

S2S
27(23,8) mm
33(29,5) mm
40(36,0) mm
52(48,5) mm

27 mm

27 mm
33/34 mm
40 mm
52 mm
65 mm
80 mm
102 mm
120 mm

NATURAL and RUSTIC are also available s2s (pre-planed) We produce this items also s2s pre-planed for companies 
that are using scanners to optimize (rip and/or cross cut) the boards and they prefer and need to have the wood pre-planed (clear from water stains 
or sticker marks). We are grading the material after the plaining. When s2s is very flat and straight.

12 cm and wider
allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

12 cm and wider
allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

12 cm and wider
allowing 10-11 cm
24 cm and wider

12 cm and wider
allowing 10-11 cm

12 cm and wider
allowing 10-11 cm

1.00 mt to 1.70 mt
1.80 mt to 2.00 mt
2.10 mt and longer 
up to 3.50 mt
3.60 mt to 3.90 mt
4.00 mt and longer

1.80 mt and longer

1.80 mt and longer

1.80 mt and longer

1.80 mt and longer

ThICkNeSS

ThICkNeSS

ThICkNeSS

ThICkNeSS

ThICkNeSS

WIDThS

WIDThS

WIDThS

WIDThS

WIDThS

LeNGThS

LeNGThS

LeNGThS

LeNGThS

LeNGThS

Front faces

Front faces

Front faces

Front faces

Front faces

Back faces

Back faces

Back faces

Back faces

Back faces



Giorgio Marin S.p.a.
Via spada, 15
31050 Fanzolo di Vedelago
treviso - italy
tel. +39 0423 487044
Fax +39 0423 476011
wood@maringiorgio.it
www.maringiorgio.it


